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Abstract

Localization of mRNAs to subcellular domains can enrich proteins at sites where they function. 

Coordination with translational control can ensure that the encoded proteins will not appear 

elsewhere, an important property for factors that control cell fate or body patterning. Here I focus 

on two aspects of mRNA localization. One is the question of how mRNAs that undergo directed 

transport by a shared mechanism are bound to the transport machinery, and why localization 

signals from these mRNAs have very diverse sequences. The second topic concerns the role of 

particles, in which localized mRNAs often appear. Recent evidence highlights the importance of 

such assemblies, and the possibility that close association of mRNAs confers community effects 

and a novel form of regulation.

Introduction

Many mRNAs are localized to specific regions within the cell. The widespread nature of this 

phenomenon was most dramatically revealed by examination of thousands of Drosophila 

embryonic mRNAs, with over 70% non-randomly distributed in dozens of different patterns 

[1]. A complementary approach is to identify mRNAs associated with a specific subcellular 

structure, again providing many localized mRNAs [2].

One rationale for mRNA localization is to efficiently target the encoded protein to a 

subcelluar site or region. Many mRNAs will spend most of their lives at the site of 

localization, and efficient protein localization can be obtained without any need for 

coordinated translational control. However, translational regulation significantly expands the 

utility of mRNA localization, and is particularly important in two types of situations.

The first is where inclusion and exclusion are equally important: the protein must be 

provided in a particular location, but it must also be excluded from other locations. This 
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feature is crucial for patterning or cell fate determinants. Such proteins direct a particular 

path of development, and their presence at inappropriate locations can be lethal [3–6]. 

Repression of translation during the localization process, as well as repression of any mRNA 

that escapes localization, prevents protein from accumulating at inappropriate sites.

A second general use of combining translational regulation with mRNA localization is to 

allow regulation at the site of localization: translation is only activated upon proper 

stimulation, and localization alone is not sufficient. This form of regulation is common in 

neurons, extremely large cells in which regional changes in protein expression appear to be 

important for axon guidance and synaptic plasticity [7–10].

There have been numerous recent advances in our understanding of localization mechanisms 

and their coordination with translation, too many to cover in this short review. These include 

numerous examples of live imaging and high resolution microscopy to address a range of 

topics: characterization of an early step in localization, nucleocytoplasmic transport [11]; 

defining the roles of different motors in driving long range movements in the Drosophila 

oocyte [12]; and establishing proximity of protein and RNA molecules to obtain mechanistic 

insights [13, 14]. Here I focus on how mRNAs are associated with the localization 

machinery, a process that may offer special challenges when the mode of localization is 

directed transport (Fig. 1), and how association of localized mRNAs with each other can 

influence their expression.

Linking localized mRNAs to transport machinery

Cis-acting signals within mRNAs direct their localization. For the most part, the localization 

signals appear to serve as sites for recognition by RNA binding proteins, although 

RNA/RNA interactions can also make contributions. The roles played by RNA binding 

proteins differ according to the mechanism of mRNA localization: options include transcript 

stabilization, decay, anchoring, or association with transport machinery (Fig. 1). Although 

movement of mRNAs along cytoskeletal elements has been studied extensively, our 

understanding of the interactions that link an mRNA to a molecular motor – a key 

component of specificity – is limited. Previously, the only well defined example was for 

ASH1 mRNA, with an RNA binding protein (She2p) and a myosin cargo adaptor protein 

(She3p) linking the mRNA to a myosin (Myo4p) [15–18]. Now, a new paradigm for linkage 

of an mRNA to a motor has emerged. The work is notable in part because it explains how a 

large class of structurally related localization signals function, and also for new insights into 

RNA structures and how they are likely to be recognized by proteins.

During oogenesis in Drosophila many mRNAs are synthesized in nurse cells, and then 

transported via ring canals into the oocyte. One such mRNA is fs(1)K10. Characterization of 

the Transport and Localization Signal (TLS) of this mRNA provided the first example of a 

family of localization signals with very similar activities but very diverse sequences [19–

23]. Some of the other family members come from mRNAs expressed not the ovary, but in 

the embryo where they become localized apically. Independent of their origins, signals of 

this family prove to work well in either setting, directing transport to the oocyte in the ovary 

and to apical regions of the embryo [24]. The TLS-like signals mediate movement towards 
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the minus ends of microtubules, a process that requires the Bicaudal-D (Bic-D) and 

Egalitarian (Egl) proteins, which associate with the dynein motor complex [24–27]. Neither 

Bic-D nor Egl has any of the known RNA binding motifs, implying that recognition of the 

localization signals relied on other, unidentified, proteins. Furthermore, the lack of any 

highly conserved sequence elements among the TLS-like signals suggested that multiple 

recognition factors might be needed. Two recent papers now reveal the identity of the RNA 

binding protein, define the interactions that link the localization signals to the dynein motor 

complex, and provide an appealing explanation for how recognition elements are imbedded 

in the signals with such diverse primary sequences.

Using an affinity tag for capture of embryonic factors bound to the TLS, Dienstbier et al.

[28] found that only two proteins – Bic-D and Egl – were consistently recovered and had the 

appropriate specificity. While purification of these proteins might be expected, since they 

should be part of the localization complex, the absence of other proteins that would provide 

the direct link to the TLS was surprising. However, Egl was shown to bind with specificity 

to functional forms of the TLS and several other TLS-like signals, while Bic-D lacks this 

activity. Thus, the case is very strong that Egl is the missing recognition factor.

A large part of Egl is required for RNA binding (~80% of the 1004 aa protein), including an 

RNaseD exonuclease homology domain. Mutation of putative catalytic amino acids within 

this domain has no effect on Egl function in vivo or RNA binding activity in vitro [29] [28]. 

Specificity of Egl binding is not high (affinity for the TLS is about three times higher than 

for nonlocalizing mutant RNAs), a feature that might facilitate binding to diverse sites, but 

possibly at the expense of relatively promiscuous localization activity. This may well be the 

case, as many mRNAs are transported to the oocyte or localized apically in the embryo [1, 

30]. Moreover, increasing the concentration of Egl in the embryo promotes apical 

localization of mRNAs that would not normally localize [31].

The work of Dienstbier et al. not only identifies the missing RNA recognition factor, it also 

builds on previous observations about Bic-D and Egl to provide a model for assembly and 

activation of a transport particle. In addition to its role in mRNA localization, Bic-D acts in 

dynein-dependent transport of Golgi vesicles and lipid droplets [32, 33]. For this type of 

transport, Bic-D is linked via its C terminal domain (CTD) to the cargo by Rab6, a 

membrane associated GTPase [32]. Egl and Rab6 appear to act as interchangeable adaptors, 

with each serving three functions: activation of Bic-D by disrupting an autoinhibitory effect; 

recruiting the cargo; and binding to dynein light chain to augment the Bic-D-mediated 

interaction with the dynein motor complex [26–28, 34–36](Fig. 2).

A major remaining puzzle for TLS mediated localization is how Egl can recognize a variety 

of seemingly very diverse RNA signals. A key part of the answer has come from the 

structure of the other partner in the reaction, the RNA. The TLS has the potential to adopt a 

stem-loop structure, with the stem consisting primarily of A:U base pairs. Mutational 

analysis of the TLS highlighted the importance of basepairing within the stem. By contrast, 

elimination of unpaired nucleotides within the stem or mutation of the loop did not disrupt 

activity [19, 37]. Thus, it seemed that features of a double-stranded segment of RNA were 

being recognized. The problems with this model are twofold. First, although other members 
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of the family of TLS-like signals also have predicted helical regions (and a portion of the 

orb signal is identical in sequence), most have little sequence homology. Second, double-

stranded RNA typically adopts an “A-form” conformation, in which the major groove is not 

accessible to ligands. In DNA it is the major groove that provides numerous base-specific 

contacts for sequence-specific binding. In the absence of such interactions it was difficult to 

see how specific binding would be obtained.

Structural analysis of the TLS by NMR now provides the answers [38]. The key elements of 

the TLS are indeed helices, but with a twist. Unexpectedly, the RNA adopts the “A'-form” 

conformation. There are two subdomains within an extended helical region, with the major 

groove of each positioned on different faces of the helix. A beautiful series of experiments, 

making use of the traditional combination of directed mutagenesis and functional assays, 

addresses two questions: what makes the TLS helix adopt the A' form? and which of the 

structural features of the TLS are important for function? What makes the work so 

remarkable, and the answers so compelling, is that design of the mutants is guided by the 

actual structure, and not a predicted secondary structure. Moreover, structures are obtained 

for a subset of the mutants, confirming the nature of the structural changes.

Adoption of the A' form, rather than the predicted A form, is due to stacking interactions of 

multiple purines, with 5 stacked purines in the lower helix and 7 in the upper helix. This 

feature nicely illustrates the difficulties in recognizing shared properties of localization 

signals with diverse sequences, since stacking does not depend on a specific sequence, and 

not all stacked purines derive from the same strand of the RNA. Nevertheless, predicted 

stem loops from other minus end-directed signals contain multiple stretches of three or more 

contiguous purines, and thus may have structures similar to the TLS.

Additional mutagenesis and structural determinations show that the key features of the TLS 

are the two A' form helical regions, and these must be oriented on different faces of the 

extended helix (Fig. 2). Conversion of either upper or lower helix to A form reduces 

activity, while the double mutant has no activity. Similarly, changing the orientation of the 

helices disrupts activity. Notably, it is the structure that is important, not the sequence, as a 

heterologous A' form helix of unrelated sequence was active in the transport assay. Thus, 

although the A' form does have an accessible major groove, that feature is not used for 

discrimination between sequences whose structures are similar. The overall conclusion is 

that the localization machinery - presumably Egl, at least - primarily recognizes an 

uncommon structure, rather than searching for a particular set of contacts within a common 

structure (as for recognition of sequences in double helical DNA).

Linking localized mRNAs to one another

Individual mRNAs exist as members of a community within the cell. Different degrees of 

proximity are possible, with some mRNAs being concentrated in microscopic 

ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) [7, 39] [40]. That particles might be a vehicle for mRNA 

transport was initially suggested by experiments involving injection of fluorescently labeled 

RNAs into cultured oligodendrocytes [41]. Since then many more examples of transport 

particles have been described. Whether localizing mRNAs congregate by convenience or by 
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necessity is often not known. One example where intimate association of mRNAs is 

essential is the Drosophila bicoid mRNA: dimerization is required for localization in the 

embryo [21, 42]. Recent work demonstrates that a protein required for both localization and 

translational repression of Drosophila oskar (osk) mRNA acts to assemble the mRNA in 

particles. This assembly appears to underlie an unexpected feature of translational 

regulation.

Polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB) is well known for its role in pre-mRNA splicing 

[43]. In that context PTB appears to regulate alternate splicing by interacting, via its four 

RRM RNA binding domains, with different regions of a single pre-mRNA [44]. Recently, 

Besse et al.[45] characterized Drosophila mutants lacking PTB activity. Localization of osk 

mRNA was delayed, and translational repression, which normally serves to prevent 

expression of Osk protein from mRNA not yet localized, was impaired.

Although Drosophila PTB is expected to perform the same splicing function as its 

mammalian counterpart, that is not its role in osk regulation. Instead, removing PTB activity 

reduces the size of osk RNP particles in the oocyte. Notably, loss of PTB also dramatically 

reduces the efficiency of piggybacking, the phenomenon in which osk mRNA can confer 

localization on another mRNA containing the osk 3' UTR but not itself able to localize [46]. 

These effects are readily explained by how purified PTB binds to osk mRNA in vitro: there 

are multiple sites dispersed throughout the osk 3' UTR (as well as a 5' region), and PTB 

assembles the RNA into large aggregates. Thus, a primary function of PTB is in the 

assembly of large osk RNPs.

Whether this assembly indirectly influences osk mRNA localization and translational 

repression, or if PTB acts more directly, remains uncertain. Besse et al suggest that PTB-

dependent assembly of osk into densely packed particles renders it inaccessible to the 

translational machinery, much as previously hypothesized for Bruno-dependent repression 

[47] [although Besse et al. report that Bruno binding sites are neither required nor sufficient 

for piggybacking, and thus appear not to oligomerize osk mRNA in vivo].

An unexpected feature of osk translational repression was discovered by Reveal et al.[48]. In 

the course of characterizing Bruno (Bru) binding sites (BREs), which prove to be required 

for translational activation, as well as repression, they made use of osk transgenes with 

mutated BREs. Remarkably, the regulatory defects could be largely suppressed if an 

endogenous osk mRNA with wild type Bru binding sites (but unable to make Osk protein) 

was also present. The only simple explanation of this phenomenon is that translational 

regulation can be conferred in trans, and is facilitated by the PTB-dependent assembly of 

osk mRNA into particles. To prevent promiscuous trans effects, the particles would need to 

exclude other mRNAs. Consistent with this notion, osk mRNA is sequestered in subdomains 

of sponge bodies, a larger class of RNP that harbors many different mRNAs and regulatory 

factors [49].

How could regulation act in trans? A likely explanation builds on a persuasive model for 

translational repression of osk [50](Fig. 3). In this model Bru bound to osk mRNA 3' UTR 

recruits Cup, which in turn binds translation initiation factor eIF4E. Cup binding does not 
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interfere with the ability of eIF4E to bind the cap at the 5' end of the mRNA, but does 

prevent binding to eIF4G. Because the eIF4E/eIF4G interaction is essential for cap-

dependent initiation of translation, translation is repressed. A weak point of this model is 

that the Bru/Cup/eIF4E complex would need to bind to the 3' UTR and 5' cap of the same 

RNA molecule for regulation to be specific. However, in the context of an RNP highly and 

selectively enriched in osk mRNA, the complex could span two RNAs and still provide the 

observed specificity. By the same reasoning, an osk mRNA lacking BREs could be regulated 

in trans by wild type osk mRNAs in the RNP (Fig. 3).

An attractive feature of trans regulation is that it could function in quality control, increasing 

the fraction of transcripts that are properly regulated, including any that escape binding by 

regulatory factors. Such a mechanism would be advantageous for the class of localized 

mRNAs whose products are damaging if expressed at inappropriate locations. This model is 

consistent with the possibility that PTB acts only indirectly in regulation of osk mRNA, with 

its assembly of osk mRNA into particles enhancing community effects and trans regulation. 

The modest defects in mRNA localization and translational repression (much less severe 

than when Bru binding sites are mutated) could reflect a less than perfect efficiency of these 

processes in the absence of trans regulation.

Conclusions

Identification of Egl as a factor that links the TLS localization signal (and probably others) 

to the dynein motor complex, and determination of the structure of one of these signals, fill a 

major gap in our understanding of mRNA localization mechanisms. We can eagerly await 

the next chapter in this story, a description of the structure of Egl and how it binds the TLS. 

Despite the clear importance of Egl, it seems likely that accessory proteins will also 

contribute to recognition, perhaps to allow for different final destinations (Fig. 1 legend) or 

in ensuring that the structure adopted by the isolated element in vitro will be properly folded 

in its natural setting of the mRNA and in the far more complex environment of the cell. It is 

in that environment where many RNAs are concentrated in particles. Future studies should 

reveal if community effects are common when RNAs are in close association, and if this 

helps ensure that regulation is efficient, especially for mRNAs whose translational 

repression prior to localization is essential.
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Highlights

• Egl is the elusive factor for recognition of the TLS mRNA localization signal.

• The TLS structure consists of two A' form RNA double helices.

• PTB regulates oskar mRNA and directs its assembly into large particles.

• oskar mRNA is regulated in trans, which may be facilitated by assembly in 

particles.
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Figure 1. Challenges in RNA recognition for mRNA localization
Mechanisms for mRNA localization are shown schematically. A, local transcription in 

multinucleate cells. A portion of a syncytial blastoderm embryo with four of its nuclei is 

shown. Transcripts (grey) made only in the central two nuclei will be concentrated around 

those nuclei. B, diffusion and trapping, and degradation/local stabilization. Although the 

mechanisms are different, both rely on a localized component: a stabilization protein or an 

anchoring protein, shown as a thick black line. In either case, an enormous number of 

possible localization patterns are possible. C, directed transport. A cytoskeletal element 

(microtubules as wavy lines) serves as the tracks along which motors carry cargo mRNAs. A 

single mechanism could localize many different mRNAs, but the number of possible 

destinations would be very limited unless different cargo adaptors recognize different 

populations of microtubules. The work discussed in this review shows how one class of 

localization element is recognized for directed transport.
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Figure 2. TLS structure and recruitment to the dynein motor
The TLS consists of an extended helical region in A' form, with two subdomains in which 

the major groove (darkest shading) are 90° out of register with one another. Egl binds the 

TLS, presumably recognizing the offset A' helices, as well as Bic-D. Egl activates Bic-D, 

and Bic-D and Egl contact components of the dynein motor complex, allowing transport 

along microtubules.
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Figure 3. Model for regulation of osk mRNA in trans
A, model for translational repression by Bru [50]. Bru bound to multiple sites in the 3'UTR 

recruits Cup, which binds to and inactivates the cap binding protein eIF4E. Specificity 

requires that the inactivated eIF4E is that bound to the cap.

B, model for how an osk mRNA unable to make Osk protein (the abbreviated coding reigon 

is shown as a shortened think line) could confer repression on another osk mRNA with 

mutated Bru binding sites (shown as X's in the thin line of the 3' UTR). In the context of a 

particle (the encompassing large oval) assembled by PTB, close proximity of the two 

mRNAs would allow the Cup recruited to the first mRNA to inactive the eIF4E bound to the 

cap of the second mRNA despite its lack of Bru binding sites.
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